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This printable pack contains the following activities:

• Puppet Skit 1: Fuzzie’s Big Adventure

• Puppet Skit 2: Fuzzie Discovers the Bible

• Unit 1 Bible Verse

Discovering God 
in the Bible

Scripture quotations are from the Contemporary English Version Copyright © 1991, 1992, 
1995 by American Bible Society. Used by Permission.
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Fuzzie: I’m here! I’m here! I’m not too 
late am I?

Teacher: Too late for what Fuzzie?

Fuzzie: To go on our great big 
adventure of discovery! I’ve got my 
map and I’m ready to roll! Can you just 
remind me...what are we discovering?

Teacher: This year we are discovering 
amazing things about God.

Fuzzie: Fantastic! Lucky I packed my 
bags for an out of this world adventure! 
(Sit the open bag in front of you)

Teacher: You packed your bags?

Fuzzie: Sure did! Check it out! I packed 
my favourite snack - apple core delight 
- just in case I get hungry. (Pull an 
apple core out of the bag) Oh and 
that’s my straw. (Pull out the straw)

Teacher: Why do you need a straw?

Fuzzie: For breathing! You know in 
hard to breath places, like underwater 
and outer space.

Teacher: (Pull out a sock) And what 
about this? 

Fuzzie: Oh that’s my lucky sock!

Teacher: Your lucky sock?

Fuzzie: Sure is. I have worn that sock 
hundreds of times and I have never 
been eaten by a dinosaur. Told you, it’s 
lucky! 

Teacher: (Getting a wiff of the sock) 
Fuzzie, have you ever washed this 
sock?

Puppet Skit 1: Fuzzie’s Big Adventure
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Props: Fuzzie, small backpack, apple core, straw, sock, toilet paper and the Bible.

Script

Fuzzie: Nope, never! 

Teacher: EWWW! (Throwing it away) 
And what’s this? (Pulling out toilet 
paper)

Fuzzie: Don’t tell me I need to tell you 
what that is for.

Teacher: No, no. I think we all know 
what that is for. Fuzzie, it’s great you 
have gone to all this trouble to pack 
but we don’t need to go anywhere to 
discover things about God. We can 
find out about God right here in this 
classroom.

Fuzzie: Really?

Teacher: Sure, in fact everything we 
need to know about God is in this 
book. (Hold up the Bible)

Fuzzie: What, in a book?

Teacher: It’s not just any book, Fuzzie. 
It’s the Bible. God has given us the 
Bible, which is full of stories about 
things that God has done in the past, 
so that we can know all about him and 
discover what he’s doing in the world 
now.

Fuzzie: God’s book, hey? That sounds 
like something worth reading! I’m going 
to go and unpack my bags and then I’d 
love to borrow it.

Teacher: No problem Fuzzie. You might 
even like to drop by sometime and read 
it with us. 

Fuzzie: Sure! (Fuzzie exits)

The End



Fuzzie is staring into space, as if thinking 
hard.

Teacher: Hi Fuzzie! (Fuzzie keeps staring 
into space) Hi Fuzzie!! (Fuzzie keeps  
staring into space) Hi Fuzzie!!! (Louder 
and waving hand in front of Fuzzie’s 
face)

Fuzzie: (Jumps as if startled) Oh, hi 
there. I didn’t see you. I think I was 
daydreaming!

Teacher: I think you were, Fuzzie. What 
were you daydreaming about?

Fuzzie: Oh… it’s a bit embarrassing. 

Teacher: It’s ok, Fuzzie. You can tell me!

Fuzzie: Well, I was just thinking about 
God and wondering how I might get to 
know him better. 

Teacher: Fuzzie, you don’t need to be 
embarrassed about that! That’s a great 
thing to daydream about! Did you come 
up with any solutions?

Fuzzie: Well, not really. First I thought 
about a spaceship...maybe if I flew far 
enough into space I’d reach him. But I 
wasn’t really sure what direction I should 
go in. What if I ended up at the wrong 
end of space, and couldn’t get back! 

Teacher: Yeah, wow, that would be a 
problem. Did you have any other ideas?

Fuzzie: Well, then I wondered about a 
time machine. Maybe I could get one 
of those and go back in time so I could 
meet some of the people God spoke to. 
But do time machines even work? 

Teacher: Haha… I don’t know Fuzzie. 
They work in movies but not sure if it 
would work for you. 

Puppet Skit 2: Fuzzie Discovers the Bible
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Props: Fuzzie puppet and the Bible

Script

Fuzzie: So, I’m back where I started. I’ve 
been sitting here for ages trying to work 
out how I can discover more about God.  

Teacher: I might have an answer for you 
Fuzzie. 

Fuzzie: What? Do you know how I can 
get to know God better?

Teacher: Well, it may not help you see 
him, but I definitely know a way that you 
can discover more about him (pick up the 
Bible and show it to Fuzzie) - with this!

Fuzzie: With that? That’s just a book!

Teacher: It’s not any book Fuzzie. This is 
a really special book. This is God’s book, 
the Bible. 

Fuzzie: How can I discover more about 
God through that book?

Teacher: Well thankfully, God hasn’t left 
it up to us to discover him. He’s given 
us the Bible, which has lots of amazing 
stories about things that God has done in 
the past, so that we can know all about 
him and discover what he’s doing in the 
world now.

Fuzzie: And what he looks like?

Teacher: Well… mostly about who he is 
because that’s more important than what 
he looks like. 

Fuzzie: Wow, that does sound like a 
pretty cool book. Can you read me some 
of it?

Teacher: I would love to Fuzzie. Maybe 
you can come back and read the Bible 
with us one day. 

Fuzzie: I’d love that! 

Teacher: Great! I’ll see you soon Fuzzie.

Fuzzie: See you soon. Bye everyone.
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